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Executive Summary
Investors and other users of financial statements face potential harms because they lack
meaningful insight into tax and certain capital risks and opportunities facing large multinational
enterprises.
Disclosures required under current Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) reporting rules
are not sufficiently detailed for investors to adequately understand the risks and opportunities
facing the businesses the investor owns. This report includes examples of dramatic revenue and
related tax implications for investors arising out U.S. and international tax enforcement and reform
efforts, the Russian invasion of Ukraine, and significant Delaware law decisions. These examples
highlight the information gap facing investors and other users of public financial statements.
These examples include:
•

Amazon, the international tech behemoth that, according to its SEC filings, recently relocated
certain valuable intangible property rights back to the U.S. This restructuring might have
material tax and related cash flow consequences, but it is difficult to tell based on the currently
limited “domestic” and “international” tax information required by the SEC.

•

Pfizer, whose business was transformed by the Covid-19 pandemic and the revolutionary
vaccine it co-created, leaving investors potentially wondering how to value the tax
consequences of a business that now reports it generates 75% of its income from foreign
sources.

•

McDonalds and Shell, whose voluntary filings raise questions about how a lack of mandated
SEC disclosure could amplify market volatility stemming from geopolitical risks, as
contextualized in the Ukraine-Russia crisis.

•

Dell, whose take-private transaction in 2013 raised offshore tax planning questions worth
billions of dollars to investors, resulting in Delaware case law that is all the more difficult to
understand when considering that investors have no real insight into the strategic international
tax planning of the multinational enterprises (MNEs) they own.

Through public country-by-country reporting (PCbCR), investors would gain meaningful insights
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into risks relating to free cash flow, corporate governance and operational practices, and
geopolitical concerns, among other benefits. Ample precedent exists for creating standardized,
useful PCbCR frameworks for the SEC at minimal implementation costs for reporting companies.
The conclusions of this study support the need for and financial materiality of PCbCR.
To truly understand an investment’s risks and opportunities, investors need an understanding
of where revenues are generated, where taxable income is booked, and the business being
conducted in global jurisdictions, among other factors. In contrast, the lack of transparency on
tax risks reduces investors’ ability to understand a firm’s governance mechanisms, as factors like
accounting and tax strategy may be as meaningful as board structure and leadership in evaluating
the board’s oversight of a company’s management team and its propensity to engage in riskcausing activities. For investors, this lack of insight increases the risk of modeling and valuation
inaccuracies, potentially leading to inefficient capital allocation decisions—making guess work
where information is readily available. In turn, this could lead to greater volatility in the market,
bond spreads, and other negative market outcomes.
This report demonstrates these risks by discussing how limited income tax disclosure inherently
constrains the accuracy of common investor valuation methods, including discounted cash flow
(DCF) modeling. Through this analysis, we can reveal how more detailed country-by-country
information might better explain differences between reported tax information and tax volatility
across all sectors.
Similarly, returning to McDonald’s, we can see how limited country-by-country revenue and net
income information provided by the company relating to its Russian and Ukrainian operations
reveal how PCbCR is also an important valuation tool in light of geopolitical risks. Information
voluntarily filed by McDonald’s after Russia’ invasion shows how investors might have been able
to anticipate and allocate capital so as to avoid what could have been a material decline in share
value equal to around $7.20 per share following the invasion.
Voluntary tax reporting standards potentially create asymmetric information risks signaling a need
for more uniform disclosures.
An analysis of select non-U.S. multinational companies voluntarily engaging in PCbCR
demonstrates that the information currently presented often falls short of best practices under
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards, or would otherwise be considered incomplete. The
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utility of the information included in PCbCR is greatly diminished when done in an ad-hoc fashion.
This also demonstrates challenges in proposed PCbCR standards that limit relevant information
presented, such as those recently advanced in the European Union (EU) and discussed further in
the report.
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Recommendations:
Given the authority already vested in the SEC to determine accounting disclosure rules for
publicly listed companies, FACT recommends the following:
1. The SEC should exercise its clear rulemaking authority under sections 12(b) and 13(b) of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to require PCbCR to be filed under Regulation S-X for
identified filers.1
2. The SEC PCbCR rule should require disaggregated information regarding related party
revenues, third party revenues, net profit (loss), tangible assets, employee head count,
corporate income cash taxes paid, and corporate income tax accrued, among other key items
detailed in Annex IV of this report, on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis.
3. The SEC PCbCR rules should apply to all industries and jurisdictions, and PCbCR disclosure
should be required pursuant to uniform standards for all applicable filers so that investors
have access to data that is comparable and most useful in securities analysis.2
4. PCbCR information should be presented with such additional disclosure as filers deem
necessary to explain their tax contributions and their strategic operations, provided such
disclosure does not otherwise violate any requirements under Rule 10b-5 or similar.
5. The SEC should also signal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) that FASB
should accelerate its U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) tax disaggregation
guidance project3 and make clear that greater country-by-country tax disaggregation should
apply to all publicly filing companies, in a manner that supports and compliments the SEC’s
PCbCR rulemaking.
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Glossary
BEPS – Base Erosion and Profit-shifting (OECD Project)
DCF - Discounted Cash Flow
ETR – effective tax rate
EU – European Union
FASB – Financial Accounting Standards Board
GAAP – generally accepted accounting principles
GLoBE – The Global Anti-Base Erosion Model Rules for implementing Pillar 2 of the OECD
Agreement reached on October 8, 2021.
GRI – Global Reporting Initiative
IF – Inclusive Framework (OECD)
IRS – Internal Revenue Service
MNE – multinational enterprise
OECD – Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
PCbCR – public country-by-country reporting
SEC – U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
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I. Introduction
Investors are in the business of being in the know—and right now, there is a lot to know in global
markets. Global governments seeking to tackle existential threats like climate change and the
global Covid-19 pandemic, are engaging in previously unthinkable multilateral and unilateral
efforts to crack down on profit shifting tax practices by MNEs seeking to reduce their tax liability.
The same existential threats are impacting international supply chains and global markets, which
are also continually being revolutionized by technological advancements that are crumbling
historical business practices and eroding international boundaries. At the same time, political
forces all over the world are pushing back on more global and more democratic institutions, in
a way that is creating geopolitical risk. The problem is that investors, due to inadequate SEC
disclosure rules, have very little information regarding any of these monumental headwinds as
they try to navigate their investment decisions—making it all the more difficult to be “in the know.”
The push for country-by-country reporting began as an effort to rein in corporate tax practices that
deprive countries of the resources necessary to fund their development.4 As country-by-country
reporting efforts have matured, the usefulness of making country-by-country information public
has become increasingly apparent to investors.
Public country-by-country reporting (PCbCR) can improve
securities analysis, providing a more complete picture
of material risks relating to free cash flows, corporate
governance and operational practices, and geopolitical
risks, among other benefits. PCbCR best practices,
as further discussed in Annex IV of this report, would

Access to PCbCR can improve
capital allocation, reduce volatility
in the market, and promote more
sustainable global economic
growth to the benefit of all
investor types.

provide investors with the following information on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis that is
already collected in connection with IRS filing requirements discussed above:
i.

Names of the resident entities.

ii. Primary activities of the organization.
iii. Number of employees, and the basis of calculation of this number.
iv. Revenues from third-party sales.
v. Revenues from intra-group transactions with other tax jurisdictions.
vi. Profit/loss before tax.
vii. Tangible assets other than cash and cash equivalents.
viii. Corporate income tax paid on a cash basis.
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ix. Corporate income tax accrued on profit/loss.
x. Reasons for the difference between corporate income tax accrued on profit/loss and the
tax due if the statutory tax rate is applied to profit/loss before tax.
Tax transparency efforts initiated by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) have resulted in collaboration between far-flung tax districts of impressive
scale and effectiveness to collect this information on a non-public basis. In furthering OECD
BEPS Action Item 13, specified country-by-country information is currently reported to the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) for U.S. multinational enterprises that generate more than $850 million in
revenue in a given year.5 This information may be exchanged with competent tax authorities in
partner jurisdictions pursuant to bilateral agreements on a confidential, secure basis. Nonetheless,
investors and other users of publicly filed financial statements, including relevant stakeholders,
policy-makers, academics, and members of civil society do not currently have access to this
information. Instead, the IRS only publishes this information on an aggregate basis by industry.
Access to PCbCR can improve capital allocation, reduce volatility in the market, and promote more
sustainable global economic growth to the benefit of all investor types. For this reason, there
has been a recent surge in investor support for PCbCR,
helping give momentum to the passing of the Disclosure
of Tax Havens and Offshoring Act by the U.S. House of
Representatives in July 2021,6 voluntary international
reporting standards, limited international adoption of

Investors with trillions of dollars
in assets under management
are leading efforts for greater
transparency for large
multinationals

PCbCR in the European Union (EU),7 and most recently,
increasing shareholder activism on a company-by-company basis seeking to require certain
tech giants, like Amazon, Microsoft, and Cisco Systems, to implement PCbCR.8 In support of the
Amazon shareholder filing, investors with $3.6 trillion in assets under management wrote the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) encouraging the SEC to reject Amazon efforts to
squash the vote.The SEC did reject Amazon’s efforts, and in doing, noted that the tax information
sought wasn’t ordinary course business that can be excluded from vote.9 Independent investors
representing 21% of Amazon’s outstanding shares voted in support of these efforts at Amazon’s
annual meeting on May 25, 2022.10
The current “gold-standard” for voluntary PCbCR has been promulgated by the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI). However, due precisely to its voluntary nature, the GRI reporting requirements
are not sufficient to yield data necessary to provide meaningful insights to investors reliably
over time or across companies and sectors. While the GRI standard is to be commended for
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its comprehensive scope and investor focus, the ability of firms to selectively omit relevant
data when filing under voluntary standards (or, ignore them entirely under certain frameworks)
makes comparisons challenging and often confounds analysis. This may lead to information
asymmetries, in conflict with the SEC’s work to provide consistent, reliable public disclosure.
The FACT Coalition recommends the adoption of mandatory PCbCR for large multinational
enterprises operating or headquartered in the United States pursuant to international best
practices, in line with growing investor momentum. The SEC presently has the authority to require
PCbCR for multinational organizations subject to SEC filing requirements by amending Regulation
S-X pursuant to its rulemaking authority under the 1934 Securities and Exchange Act.11
While detractors have argued that disclosing this information publicly might reveal sensitive
strategic information or lead to misuse by the public, neither argument is convincing. There is
nothing competitively sensitive about the paper transactions that support global profit shifting.
Durable competitive advantage does not come from aggressive tax planning that is not rooted
in actual operations. Rather, competitive advantage arises from producing better products and
services that meet the needs of customers.
Further, the most likely users of this information are the very investors that already use financial
statements, as well as those shaping public policy—such as policy-makers, academics, and civil
society users, who will be capable of making more informed decisions with this information,
as this report demonstrates. In contrast, arguing that highly useful information should not be
disclosed because it might be misinterpreted contravenes the entire purpose of public filing
requirements. PCbCR should require MNE’s to publicly report information they already have (or
should have) to give investors real-time insight into their global operations and to separate real
competitive advantage from overly aggressive and volatile tax planning strategies.
Investors with trillions of dollars in assets under management are leading efforts for greater
transparency for large multinationals, just as with the Amazon shareholder proposal.12 This
report helps to demonstrate the reasoning behind these efforts, highlighting the inadequacy of
information currently provided to investors, the materiality of PCbCR information in securities
valuation, and the inherent weaknesses in voluntary reporting regimes. It is time for the SEC to
heed growing investor calls and international reporting trends, and to promulgate PCbCR rules in
the United States.
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II. Fumbling in the Dark: Investors lack meaningful information regarding
the operations of multinational enterprises
Under sections 12(b) and 13(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Commission has
broad rule-making authority to require disclosure regarding any issuer (and other person directly
or indirectly controlling or controlled by an issuer) that is necessary or appropriate in the public
interest or for the protection of investors, in respect of: (a) the organization, financial structure,
and nature of the business, (b) certain balance sheet or profit and loss statement information,
and (c) as may be deemed necessary or appropriate by the Commission for the protection of
investors, any further financial statements.13 Yet, current mandatory public reporting provides
limited information regarding where or how revenues are generated, where or how taxable
income is booked, and other implications of corporate tax decisions. PCbCR can address these
information gaps and help the SEC fulfill its charge to advance the public interest and protect
investors.

A. Missing the Fine Print – What Current Public Company Tax Disclosures Lack
At a baseline, consider how current public reporting requirements fail to require adequate detail
regarding revenues, profits, taxes accrued and paid, tangible assets, activities, and employees.
U.S. public filers generally report tax accounting information pursuant to section 210.4-08(h) of
Regulation S-X, promulgated by the SEC,14 as clarified by U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP) principles determined by the SEC’s ostensibly perpetual independent
accounting standards-setter: the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).15
A comparison of current SEC or GAAP rules to the information that would be required under
international PCbCR best practices in Annex IV helps illustrate these shortcomings.
Figure 1. Limited Information for Investors and Other Users of Public Financial Statements:
Total
Revenues

Foreign revenues may be reportable in a specific geographic area in which
assets or revenue or income before income tax or net income exceed 10% of
the comparable amount as reported in the financial statements.
Foreign revenues may be reportable in aggregate if foreign assets, revenue,
income (loss), or net income (loss) exceeded 10% of the corresponding
amount in the related financial statements, but such assets are not reportable
in any specific geographic area. See 17 C.F.R 210.9-05 (emphasis added).
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Third-Party

Pursuant to 17 C.F.R. 210(k) amounts of related party transactions should

Revenues

be stated on the face of the balance sheet, statement of comprehensive

versus

income, or statement of cash flows; nevertheless, GAAP guidance removes

Intra-Party

most intercompany transactions from GAAP financial statements for

Revenues

consolidated filers. See ASC 810-10-45-1. This means that in many
intercompany transactions used for tax-dodging purposes and that could
create capital risks are generally not visible in most financial statements.

Profit/Loss

See 17 C.F.R. 210.9-05 (detailing rules around income reporting for

Before Tax

foreign activities). See also 17 C.F.R. 210.4-08(h)(1) (Disclosure shall be
made in the statement of comprehensive income or a note thereto, of the
components of income (loss) before income tax expense (benefit) as either
domestic or foreign.) (emphasis added).

Tax Accrued

Disclosure shall be made of…
(i) the components of income (loss) before income tax expense (benefit) as
either domestic or foreign;
(ii) the components of income tax expense, including: (A) taxes currently
payable and (B) the net tax effects, as applicable, of timing differences
(indicate separately the amount of the estimated tax effect of each of the
various types of timing differences, such as depreciation, warranty costs,
etc., where the amount of each such tax effect exceeds 5% of the amount
computed by multiplying the income before tax by the applicable statutory
Federal income tax rate; other differences may be combined.)
17 C.F.R 210.4-08(h)(1)(i)-(ii) (emphasis added).16

Taxes Paid
(cash)

See above. Total aggregate cash taxes paid is often reported, but not

Activities

See 17 C.F.R 210.9-05 (detailing necessary disclosure of assets, revenues,

necessarily required. It is not reported on a country-by-country basis.

income (loss), or net income (loss) in certain reporting segments if foreign
portion exceeded 10% of the corresponding amount in the related financial
statements).
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Tangible
Assets

Foreign assets may be reportable in a specific geographic area in which
assets or revenue or income before income tax or net income exceed 10%
of the comparable amount as reported in the financial statements.
Foreign assets may be reportable in aggregate if foreign assets, revenue,
income (loss), or net income (loss) exceeded 10% of the corresponding
amount in the related financial statements, but such assets are not
reportable in any specific geographic area.
See 17 C.F.R 210.9-05 (emphasis added).

Employees

Despite increased focus on human capital management, public filers are
required only to provide an aggregate worldwide employee headcount. See
17 C.F.R. 229.101(c)(ii)(2).

The dearth of information provided has left investors fumbling in the dark to anticipate risk and
appropriately allocate capital in light of changing tax enforcement practices and reform efforts,
as well as broader geopolitical risks. From the above, the threshold for breaking out essential
accounting information relating to various operations or results for multinational enterprises
requires that a specific geographic area comprise more than 10% of the comparable component
under current SEC guidance. That might be considered an inherently material amount; however,
it often paints an incomplete picture for users of financial statements, including regarding tax
governance decisions. For those allocating capital, it remains unclear why readily available
information that might materially sway the value of a stock or other security would not be
made publicly available to prospective or current investors.
Recent global considerations relating to international tax enforcement and reform efforts,
such as the global Covid-19 pandemic, the fallout from the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
and relevant updates from Delaware courts each highlight the need for standardized PCbCR
for large multinational corporations to better evaluate tax and geopolitical risks that can
materially impact investor valuations.
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B. Tax Costs and International Headwinds
Multinational enterprises are facing increasing global
tax costs as a result of governments around the
world multilaterally (or unilaterally) cracking down on
problematic tax avoidance strategies. Profit shifting
and tax-base erosion by MNEs has been identified as a
singular frustration in addressing existential threats like

Profit shifting and tax-base
erosion by MNEs has been
identified as a singular frustration
in addressing existential threats
like climate change, costing
global governments between
$100 and $240 billion annually.

climate change, costing global governments between
$100 and $240 billion annually.17 In the U.S. alone, the U.S. Treasury may be losing between
$70 and $100 billion per year due to profit shifting practices of MNEs.18 The aggregated
country-by-country data statistics published by the IRS, based on information collected
consistent with OECD BEPS Action Item 13, supports that this trend is continuing even after
2017 U.S. international tax reforms. As global governments look to shore up and create a more
sustainable revenue base to combat historic challenges such as climate change, persistent
social and economic inequities, and a global pandemic, multilateral and unilateral efforts to
clamp down on MNE profit shifting have gained increased urgency.19
1. Multilateral Tax Reform Efforts

Multilateral global tax reform agreed to by 137 jurisdictions, including the U.S., under the
auspices of the OECD base erosion and profit-shifting (BEPS) initiative in October of 2021
would create a 15% global minimum effective tax rate (ETR) on large multinationals that
applies on a country-by-country basis. This would be subject to an exemption for certain
profits equal to 8% of tangible assets and 10% of payroll investment in each applicable
jurisdiction, declining in each case over a 10-year period to a 5% exemption for each
of tangible assets and payroll. The OECD achieves this result through two top-up taxes
(together, the “GloBE” rules)—an Income Inclusion Rule (or IIR) that gives preferential
taxing rights to parent or source jurisdictions (when considering the possibility to create
a domestic minimum top-up tax in conformance with GLoBE rules), and an undertaxedpayments rule (UTPR) that gives an effective top-up tax right to market jurisdictions if/as
other jurisdictions fail to implement GLoBE compliant tax regimes.
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Critically, because of the UTPR, even if the U.S. does not pursue needed international tax
reform to align the its current minimum international tax regime with GLoBE rules, U.S.
MNEs as well as many U.S. listed foreign MNEs will remain subject to a 15% ETR in every
jurisdiction so long as any one (or a critical bloc) of the 137 adopting Inclusive Framework
(IF) jurisdictions advance the OECD reforms.20
Taking a look at the aggregated country-by-country data available from the IRS, this
means that many U.S. MNEs, including publicly filing entities, are likely to experience
increased tax costs if multilateral tax reforms proceed.21
Figure 2. Tax Haven Income for U.S. MNEs Per IRS Country-by-Country Data22

Figure 3. U.S. MNEs Facing Global Tax Reform Fallout Per IRS Country-by-Country Data24

Three things can be gleaned from this set of information in light of U.S. and global tax
reforms:
1. These numbers are surprisingly consistent, despite earlier international tax reform in
2017 in the United States effectively creating an offshore minimum tax (at a rate far
below 15%, including due to certain loopholes in the law).
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2. This report did not review international CbCR data but it is worth noting that these
numbers are relevant in light of global international tax reform discussions and may
be very relevant to investors, including the extent that any U.S. PCbCR regime covers
all U.S. listed and SEC regulated multinationals (and not just U.S. headquartered
multinationals reporting on IRS Form 8975).25
3. The amount of profits that will potentially be subject to increased tax costs in light of
a global minimum tax agreement that will apply to tax profits on a country-by-country
basis is substantial: hundreds of billions of dollars.

In the Cayman Islands alone, U.S. MNEs appear to have booked $70 billion in income in 2019.26
In an economy generating $5.9 billion in productive output (GDP), it is apparent that much of the
income represents tax planning to achieve an attractive 0.05% ETR based on cash taxes paid.
Underlying tangible and payroll assets are not present in the Cayman Islands (or Switzerland

In the Cayman Islands alone, U.S. MNEs
appear to have booked $70 billion in income
in 2019. In an economy generating $5.9 billion
in productive output (GDP), it is apparent that
much of the income represents tax planning to
achieve an attractive 0.05% ETR based on cash
taxes paid.

or Bermuda, for that matter) that would
explain this income for other reasons. If
in the future, 14.95% of this $70 billion
were made subject to a global mandatory
minimum tax regime, almost $10.5 billion
could instantly evaporate from the annual
earnings of selected multinationals. Expand

this view to consider all six tax havens, and investors may be caught flat-footed in the face of up
to $44.25 billion in annual increased tax costs across U.S. markets—regardless of the government
that collects these funds.27 As an investor, gleaning insight into company exposures in this regard
would simply represent prudent risk management.
Yet, as discussed above, current public filing information provides investors with little insight into
which MNEs will be subject to these increased tax costs and to what extent. Instead, every MNE
that is a public entity only shares information for two distinct categories: U.S. and international
tax. This is insufficient in the context of evolving U.S. and international tax standards and
regulations.
The public filings of two U.S. multinationals highlight how the lack of PCbCR can raise more
questions than answers as it relates to financial valuation for large multinationals in light of these
risks.
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a) Amazon.Com, Inc. and a Changing Global Landscape
Amazon’s is well known as a one of the largest companies in the world by revenue,
and this position has led to increased interest in its international tax practices. On
May 25, more than 21% of Amazon’s independent shareholders backed a proposal
calling for the company to consider engaging in PCbCR in line with GRI standards.28
The proposal represents a first of its kind29 campaign by investors to advance a vote
on public country-by-country reporting. Prominent investors backing the proposal
included Norway’s state pension fund (with assets over $1 trillion), UK investment
fund Legal & General Investment Management, and the New York City Comptroller.
Proxy advisory firms such as Glass Lewis and Morningstar also recommended
voting in favor of the proposal. Amazon had fought inclusion of the proposal but the
SEC sided with shareholders and the proposal remained on the ballot, aligning with
the call from investors with more than $3.6 trillion in assets under management to
bring greater transparency to Amazon via PCbCR.30
While it is interesting to see this shareholder momentum, one might be able to see
why investors are keen to understand Amazon’s tax practices. Investors currently
primarily see the following, in addition to limited additional narrative disclosure
describing potential tax-contests at a high-level, trying to parse Amazon tax and
global operational practices:
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Figure 4.31

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 Amazon 2021 FORM 10-K

Figure 5.

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 Amazon 2021 FORM 10-K

Figure 6.

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 Amazon 2021 FORM 10-K
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Though one of the largest, most international companies in the world, Amazon
distills its U.S. and international income components into two lines in line with
SEC requirements. That makes understanding Amazon’s 2020 $1.2 billion in
settlements with tax authorities quite difficult for investors.32 That investors
have no real insight into this information (other than with respect to contingent
tax liabilities, with respect to which there is additional high-level detail), is all the
more surprising given that Amazon is in the driver’s seat for its own potentially
aggressive tax strategies.
At the same time, we can understand from this most recent annual report that Amazon
has made a drastic change to its capital structure in December 2021—potentially in
response to prior tax reform or, more likely given the five-year delay, the looming threat of
additional international tax reform. Amazon has apparently engaged in an intercompany
transaction that involved “the distribution of certain intangible assets from Luxembourg to
the U.S. in Q4 2021, resulting in the utilization of $2.6 billion of Luxembourg deferred tax
assets previously subject to a valuation allowance.”
This transaction might have material cash flow and capital cost implications. In
comparison to the U.S. headline corporate tax rate of 21%, the ETR in Luxembourg for
large U.S. multinationals hovered at around 1.5% in 2018 and 2019 per the above analysis.
Of course, Amazon’s recent U.S. cash taxes paid have also been significantly less than
the headline rate in recent years.33 Based on current public filings, it seems impossible
for investors to tell with any certainty how a potentially material internal restructuring
might impact the long-term value of Amazon. PCbCR would shed additional light on this
transaction and empower investors to better understand how Amazon is adapting to a
changing global landscape.
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b) Pfizer, Inc. and a Global Pandemic
The effects of the
Covid-19 pandemic
continue to impact
the global economy
and it remains
difficult to predict

From publicly filed financial statements, we can
see that the Covid-19 vaccine has completely
transformed Pfizer operations, revenues, and tax
implications. What is less clear is whether and to
what extent investors have adequate insight based
on current SEC rules into tax and other risks inherent
in the revolutionized pharmaceutical giant.

with certainty how
the virus will continue to effect global supply chains and international, national,
and local commerce. One U.S. multinational that has and will likely continue to be
forever changed by the global pandemic is Pfizer, Inc., the co-creator, along with
BioNTech SE, of one of the principal Covid-19 vaccines, “Comirnaty.”
From publicly filed financial statements, we can see that the Covid-19 vaccine
has completely transformed Pfizer operations, revenues, and tax implications.
What is less clear is whether and to what extent investors have adequate insight
based on current SEC rules into tax and other risks inherent in the revolutionized
pharmaceutical giant. Below are certain tables describing tax liability and revenue
allocation that Pfizer presented in connection with its 2021 annual report:34
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Figure 7.

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 Pfizer 2021 FORM 10-K

Figure 8.

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 Pfizer 2021 FORM 10-K
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Figure 9.

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 Pfizer 2021 FORM 10-K

Figure 10.

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 Pfizer 2021 FORM 10-K

There is no immediate reason from this information to suspect that Pfizer is not fully
complying with SEC disclosure rules or international tax laws; however, investors
trying to understand how Pfizer’s operations, revenue, and income tax risks have
changed in light of these transformative events would be left with more questions
than answers. Narrative description provided by Pfizer relating to contingent
tax liabilities and ongoing tax controversies, while helpful, is also challenging to
translate into meaningful financial analysis. For example, the presented information
raises the following questions as it relates to creating risk-based financial valuation
models:
•

Expenses Lower Tax in the U.S. for Profits Booked Elsewhere – U.S. income for
tax purposes was negative in 2020, due principally to a single transaction and
increased research and development (R&D) costs.35 This makes sense given
that Pfizer was engaged in well-known research and development around the
Covid-19 vaccine; however, it does seem indicative that the Covid-19 vaccine
R&D was principally conducted in the United States. In contrast, taxable income
gains from Comirnaty seem to be spread across U.S. and foreign jurisdictions,
indicating that Pfizer is likely engaged in transfer-pricing practices—which may
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be entirely within the confines of the law—with intangible property stemming
from U.S. R&D being relocated to certain foreign jurisdictions. This is not atypical
practice, even if it does create profit-shifting and base-erosion risks. Without
further information, though, investors cannot fully understand these risks.
•

An Offshore Advantage – What is clear is that Pfizer has consistently and
materially “lowered” its taxes, compared to what it would have paid in the
U.S., as a result of income located in foreign jurisdictions (versus in the
U.S.), achieving ETRs equal to 4.3%, 9.9%, and 4.7% in 2021, 2020, and 2019,
respectively.

•

Tip of the Foreign Profits Iceberg – In fact, we now see that Pfizer is reporting
that 75% of its income is foreign. That is almost a complete inversion from 2019
numbers. Yet, investors only see a single consolidated line explaining all foreign
income for tax purposes in these financial reports. In other words, investors
have limited idea how 75% of Pfizer’s income might relate to foreign operations
in a way that could pose risks with respect to tax costs or geopolitical concerns.
Instead, Pfizer does provide some breakdown of its international operations
based on the “development” of foreign nations in which it operates (versus,
mostly geographic references in current SEC and FASB accounting guidance).

•

Understanding an Emerging Business Model – Pfizer notes that “Emerging
Markets” are an important component in Pfizer operations and may be subject
to unique political and financial risks.36 Given that the Pfizer vaccine is sold
directly to governments and government-sponsored entities, these risks might
be more relevant than in other multinational contexts. The term “Emerging
Markets” includes, but is not limited to, the following markets: Asia (excluding
Japan and South Korea), Latin America, Central Europe, Eastern Europe, the
Middle East, Africa and Turkey. In other words, Pfizer does seem to be indicating
that components of its growth and income strategy located in “Emerging
Markets” may be vulnerable to unique valuation risks; however, Pfizer is not
obligated to show investors additional details regarding the operations, revenue,
and tax implications of each such jurisdiction in which it operates.

•

Tying out Loose Ends – Based on this information we can see that growth in
revenue across these markets was explosive and varied—but what about growth
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in income?37 Might acknowledged geopolitical and financial risks also call into
question capital risks based on the ways that Pfizer moves revenues and profits
across its extremely global operations? PCbCR would provide investors with
additional insight into these trends at Pfizer, and allow investors to better
understand and price risk associated with a transformative period for the
company and the world.

2. Unilateral Tax Enforcement Considerations
In addition to multilateral tax reform efforts, unilateral tax enforcement and reform efforts
are well documented in recent years, and add to the list of reasons why investors should
have access to PCbCR information. One need only consider recent headline examples
of tax-related risks to understand the magnitude of investor capital allocation concerns.
After years of abusive transfer pricing practices across the globe, global tax authorities
like the IRS are finally finding their footing in challenging these practices.
For example, in November 2020, a
U.S. Tax Court ruled that Coca-Cola
would owe the IRS $3.3 billion in
underpaid taxes and penalties due
to transfer pricing schemes that the
court deemed to be inconsistent

As aggressive tax planning strategies by
multinationals are being met by more
aggressive enforcement and reform actions by
governments acting unilaterally, PCbCR may
provide needed clarity for investors seeking
less risky returns.

with applicable regulations, in shifting profits to lower-tax jurisdictions between the years
2007 and 2009. Coke could end up owing as much as $12 billion in taxes if the IRS uses
the same logic in analyzing later years of tax payments.38 Across the Atlantic, McDonald’s
agreed to pay $1.3 billion in fines and back taxes to French tax authorities in June 2022
to settle a long-standing tax dispute regarding its franchising fees. Allegedly, McDonald’s
had been routing these mobile fees through a Luxembourg subsidiary to avoid French
taxes.39
As aggressive tax planning strategies by multinationals are being met by more aggressive
enforcement and reform actions by governments acting unilaterally, PCbCR may provide
needed clarity for investors seeking less risky returns. For example, many countries
across the world are contemplating unilateral market-based taxes on revenues resulting
from consumption of goods or services in the jurisdiction, such as digital service taxes.40
It is currently not possible to estimate how these taxes might impact the bottom line
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at many MNEs, as they do not report revenues on a country-by-country basis. Similarly,
investor lack meaningful insight as to whether the MNEs they own may be at increased
risk for tax enforcement actions due to offshore tax planning practices.
Additionally, the U.S. has already effectively enacted its own global minimum tax. In
simplistic terms, the U.S. global intangible low-taxed income (or GILTI) creates an
effective minimum offshore tax rate equal to around half the U.S. domestic rate, or
10.5%. This low rate, and other structural loopholes in the bill, encourage continued profit
shifting.41 Nonetheless, current country-by-country data can still provide a proxy into
possible U.S. transfer pricing risk based on GILTI, or otherwise. Consider the following:
Figure 11. U.S. MNEs and Proxy Transfer-Pricing Risks Per IRS Country-by-Country Data42

This remarkably consistent data demonstrates that 25% of large U.S. MNE groups
continue to have ETRs that are lower than 10%, which is the GILTI rate. There could be a
variety of reasons for this; however, this might indicate that these MNEs may be subject
to additional IRS scrutiny and increased enforcement risk to capital. But this rough
proxy is just that. Investors should not have to hide from looming threats cast by the
shadows in aggregate IRS data. By providing a clearer picture on tax-planning strategies,
PCbCR might have allow investors to better allocate capital to avoid tax-enforcement
related risks like those related to Coke’s U.S. Tax Court defeat. Further, filers would
be encouraged to avoid risky behaviors that compromise returns on invested capital,
creating less-volatile markets.43
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C. Behind the Curtain: Material Geopolitical Risks stemming from Russia’s Invasion
of Ukraine and Beyond
PCbCR is illuminating with respect to
tax risks; however, recent global events
highlight why information included in
PCbCR reporting is also material for

In light of currently limited disclosure rules,
many investors had no actual concept as to
their potential capital exposure to the fallout
from the Russian aggression.

investors seeking to understand global
geopolitical risks associated with their investments. On February 24, 2022, an unprovoked
Russia invaded Ukraine.44 The global business community response to the invasion has been
interesting to observe, with many large multinational companies quickly temporarily ceasing
operations. Some have gone further, announcing an intent to sell and permanently abandon
such operations.
While these announcements created certainty about the West’s resolve to financially cripple
the Russian regime, they rightly raised uncertainty for investors. In light of currently limited
disclosure rules, many investors had no actual concept as to their potential capital exposure
to the fallout from the Russian aggression. Disclosure provided by two filers, McDonald’s and
Royal Dutch Shell (Shell), demonstrate the critical information that investors should have access
to on a routine filing basis.
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1. McDonald’s Corporation and a Material Russian Pause-Relevant Information
In the wake of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, McDonald’s suspended operations in its
Russian and Ukrainian owned and franchised stores on March 8, 2022.45 Subsequently,
McDonald’s stated that it would seek to sell its Russian businesses and would exit the
Russian market permanently.46 Based on current SEC reporting rules, investors would have
otherwise had no concept of how these decisions might impact McDonald’s operations,
results, or valuation. A search of McDonald’s 10-K for “Russia” would in fact yield zero
results. Instead, investors would have seen something like the following in McDonald’s
10-K for 2021, filed on February 24, 2022 (the day of the invasion), detailing a comparison
between U.S. and international revenues, operating income, assets, and high-level tax
information:
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Figure 12.47

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 McDonald’s 2021 FORM 10-K

Figure 13.

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 McDonald’s 2021 FORM 10-K
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Figure 14.

SOURCE: UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION Washington, DC 20549 McDonald’s 2021 FORM 10-K

Based on this information, investors would have little insight (and have historically
had little insight) into any geopolitical risk presented as a result of the location of the
markets in which McDonald’s invests and generates revenue.
Yet, McDonald’s took a unique position to provide additional disclosure regarding its
operations—not only in Ukraine and Russia—but globally in separate filings also made
on February 24, 2022. Specifically, McDonald’s detailed the store, sales, revenue and
operating income impact of its Russian and Ukrainian operations, per the below Figure
15.48
Figure 15.

SOURCE: Supplemental Information on McDonald’s Russia and Ukraine Furnished on Feb. 24, 2022
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McDonald’s also presented additional information that expanded on their international
operations, albeit it to a more limited extent, in other jurisdictions setting forth the number
of operated and licensed store in every country in which it operates.49 Not surprisingly,
it seems McDonald’s had this information at the ready—and as will be shown below, the
invasion of Ukraine demonstrates why this information may be material in securities
analysis. What is the SEC’s reason for not having companies that already collect this
information report it publicly when it can impact share valuation?
To see the arbitrary distinction created by the threshold that requires that a specific
geographic area comprise more than 10% of the comparable component under current
SEC guidance to require separate reporting, consider that the information made public
by McDonald’s on Feb 24, 2022, indicated that McDonald’s has 4,395 licensed stores in
China. That would comprise more than 10% of the 40,031 stores that McDonald’s operates
or licenses worldwide, but McDonald’s does not report separately on its Chinese-related
operations in its 10-K. Likely, this is may be due to technical reasons (the licenses don’t
comprise tangible assets or favorable exchange rates result in slightly lower revenues than
10% of global revenues). But in light of geopolitical concerns associated with operating in
China, might certain investors want to price some risk into the enterprise value created by
these assets? This could be done, for example, by discounting those streams of income
to varying extents in either discounted cash flow analysis or multiples-based analysis
consistent with below examples in this report, including the valuation carried out for
McDonald’s.
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2. Coming out of its Shell: A Slow, but Informative Start
Investors in Shell, on the other hand, would have had more advanced insight into Shell
operations in Russia in light of additional mandatory and voluntary reporting regimes
applicable to Shell, including its early adoption of PCbCR in line with GRI principles.50
According to (Financial Accounting Standard) FAS 69,51 companies registered with the
SEC that have significant oil and gas operations are required to disclose the following as
supplementary results of operations information in periodic reports, but not as a part of
the financial statements:
•

Revenues

•

Production (lifting) costs

•

Exploration expenses

•

Depreciation, depletion, and amortization, and valuation provisions

•

Income tax expenses

•

Results of operations for oil and gas producing activities (excluding corporate
overhead and interest costs).

This information should be disclosed in the reporting entities home country as well
as “each foreign geographic area in which significant reserves are located. Foreign
geographic areas are individual countries or groups of countries as appropriate for
meaningful disclosure in the circumstances.” In practice, this geographic aggregation
often results in reporting conducted on a continental basis.
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Figure 16.

Source: Shell Form 20-F FY 2020, Filed with the SEC

For example, the supplemental Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Activities data
provided by Shell in its annual 20-F statement filed with the SEC for financial year 2020
includes disclosures of revenue, tax and expense information provided on a continental
basis for every geography but the United States. (See Figure 16.) Yet, more fulsome
PCbCR would be particularly helpful in understanding and quantifying political risk, such as
in connection with potentially reduced earnings, cash flows and related tax considerations
expected from sanctions on operations in Russia or with Russian companies due to its war
on Ukraine.
On February 28, 2022, Shell announced its intention to exit its ventures in Russia with
Gazprom and related entities. Subsequently, on March 8, 2022, Shell announced its
intention to withdraw from its involvement in all Russian hydrocarbons in a phased
manner, including shutting its service stations, aviation fuels, and lubricant operations
in Russia.52 While Shell itself refers to the potential material implications of the situation
in Russia, its supplemental operations disclosures are too aggregated to provide a
meaningful basis for investors to assess the impact of these risks on their own, which is
the primary purpose of securities disclosures.
It happens that Shell is one of the few early adopters of voluntary PCbCR based on
GRI 207.53 Shell’s 2020 Tax Contribution Report provides information about results and
operations data that the company itself indicates may be impacted materially by its own
divestment decisions and the ongoing uncertainty of operating in Russia.
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Figure 17.

Source: Shell Total Tax Contribution Report, 2020

By simply comparing Figures 16 and 17, one can see that in FY2020 Russia represented
about 27% of Shell’s total Asian revenues (Asia total revenues $8.896 billion and
Russia total revenues of $2.387 billion), or 1.3% of global revenues. Considering Shell’s
announcement of its intent to withdraw from its involvement in all Russian hydrocarbons,
this additional insight into the company’s operations should be of significance to investors.
It is also worth noting that Shell has rejected arguments around costs or competitive
concerns in promulgating this information, instead stating the following:54
“When we first started considering the report, we thought through all the
possible risks, downsides and unintended consequences. I can tell you now
that in reality these concerns did not play out. In fact, being more transparent
has strengthened trust in Shell, and it continues to strengthen our relationships
with our customers, investors, policymakers, and others. I would encourage
more companies to open their books and show their financial contributions
to society. Because meeting society’s expectations will earn them trust… and
because more transparency can support the development of fair, stable and
effective tax systems which are always important… but today perhaps more
than ever.” - Shell’s Executive Vice President, Taxation and Controller, testifying
in the European Parliament.
Shell is to be commended for disclosing its country-level tax payments and its support of
extractive industries transparency regulations in the U.S., EU and Canada.
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D. Using Current Tax Information in Securities Analysis: A Square Peg in a Round Hole
Challenges presented by a lack of public country-by-country data can confound securities
analysis, potentially leading to greater volatility in markets and questionable results in corporate
law—including in Delaware.
1. Quantitative Valuation Blindfolded
In the presence of information
asymmetries, such as occurs with
current income tax disclosures,
investors might cling to any analysis

However, this approach also highlights that
apparent tax stability, as seen in low variance
in annual cash ETRs, can disguise other forms
of turbulence.

they can in order to improve
portfolio performance. In turn, this might lead to inefficient capital allocation and greater
asymmetries. For example, without PCbCR, investors might consider simply avoiding
companies with highly variable ETRs. In conducting a similar analysis, we determined that
portfolio gains generally improved.55
However, this approach also highlights that apparent tax stability, as seen in low variance
in annual cash ETRs, can disguise other forms of turbulence. For example, this approach
potentially ignores certain contingent tax liability and deferred tax asset and liability
balances, arguably encouraging inefficient capital allocation toward multinationals that
otherwise report persistently and aggressively low ETRs that may be subject to later
enforcement. In contrast, a volatile ETR may simply properly reflect prudent investment
in R&D or renewable energy technologies, for example. PCbCR can help address these
issues, giving investors better insight into what causes variable tax rates to avoid
perpetuating potentially gimmicky or volatile investment strategies.
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2. The Information is in the Computer: Dell and Delaware Law

High-profile valuation battles in Delaware courts also demonstrate the critical need for
PCbCR. Following a management-led take-private of Dell Inc. in 2013, certain shareholders
challenged the share price offered on the grounds that it was too low.56 Among other issues
in composing expert valuations was a disagreement over the corporation’s appropriate
long-term tax rate—including whether it be the higher nominal U.S. corporate tax rate (based
on the prior U.S. worldwide international tax system), which would lower the valuation of the
company, or whether it should be a reduced amount, reflecting consistent international tax
planning utilized by Dell.57 These differing assumptions produced valuations that varied by
billions of dollars.
Ultimately, the Delaware Chancery Court ruled in favor of the shareholders on this issue.
The Delaware Supreme Court, in partially agreeing with the Chancery Court’s discretion,
acknowledged that it was improper to ignore Dell’s historical international tax practices.58
However, the Delaware Supreme Court also partially reversed and remanded the Delaware
Chancery Court, stating that it was improper for the lower court to ignore the “marketbased” price offered by management in a “robust and competitive” sales process.59
These somewhat competing conclusions that are now Delaware law may be challenging
to reconcile in light of one key factor: the fact that public markets—including those
not engaged in a sophisticated deal process--would have only had access to limited
international tax information that was so critical to the Dell valuation. On the other hand, it is
reasonable to expect that a well-functioning management team would have a much clearer
idea of how tax planning might impact future cash-flows. With the 2017 tax reforms and
the removal of the U.S. “worldwide” system of taxation, as well as additional opportunities
for reform on the horizon, investors might be even more skeptical of valuations based
on nominal U.S. corporate tax rates. It would be far more efficient for markets if the SEC
were to require disclosure that would allow this information to be priced into the market
currently—in recognition of prominent U.S. corporate law—rather than to encourage
potential valuation discrepancies to clog up courtrooms.
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III. The Materiality of PCbCR for Investors
The following analysis demonstrates how more detailed information relating to revenues,
operations, and global tax strategy can materially impact securities valuation under both
discounted cash flow or multiples-based modeling approach.

A. Using Greater Tax Transparency to Understand Material Risks: DCF Based
Analyses
One common way that financial analysts value securities is through discounted cash flow (or DCF)
modelling. Per its name, DCF modelling involves predicting future cash flows, adjusted for various
fixed or other expected future costs, and then discounting those future cash flows based on the
expected rate of return for shareholders. Taxes materially impact cash flows; you use cash to pay
taxes, after all. Therefore, critical to any DCF model, might be information regarding the volatility
and sources of volatility relating to tax costs for the companies that investors own.
Notably, these tax costs may apply in every single country that a multinational operates—and
particular volatility in tax costs (thereby creating risk in securities pricing models) might stem from
corporate income taxes across individual jurisdictions. Limited income tax disclosure provided
under SEC rules cannot currently give insight into these risks, and therefore inhibits more accurate
financial modelling and more responsive capital allocation decisions.
For example, an analyst might view a large stream of revenues into a country with very little real
operations, taxed at a low effective tax rate, as a particularly risky stream of cash flows in light
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of multilateral and unilateral tax enforcement and reform efforts described earlier in this report.
If the SEC were to implement the recommendations in this report, investors would have access
to additional insight into the country-by-country revenue, operations, and effective tax rates for
multinationals, as well as a reconciliation of cash taxes paid with accrued taxes on a countryby-country basis, helping investors to better identify and price cash flow risks, including in DCF
models. See Annex IV.
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B. McDonald’s Corporation and a Material Russian Pause—Financial Analysis
As discussed above, in connection with the Russian invasion of Ukraine, McDonald’s
disclosed certain information relating to Russian and Ukrainian operations in Figure 15, which
was otherwise not previously included in public filings. This information detailed that Russian
operations comprised “less than 3% of operating income.”
Following McDonald’s announcement that it would suspend its Russian and Ukrainian
operations (and prior to McDonald’s announcing the sale of its Russian operations),
McDonald’s Q1 Earnings Release, McDonald’s provided additional clarification:
In this release, McDonald’s clarified certain earnings impacts relating to the pause of Russian
and Ukrainian operations, including a $27 million cost for ongoing employee salaries not
related to generating income, and a $100 million sunk cost for inventory that would likely need
to be disposed. Notably, the Q1 Earnings Release does not project for potential lost earnings
as a result of the cessation of operations in Ukraine or Russia.
As this release was prior to the announcement of the sale of the Russian assets, and given
the uncertain timeline of the Russian invasion, a reasonable investor might assume that
the ongoing employee costs might continue indefinitely. Further, it might be appropriate to
assume that, were McDonald’s to not be forfeiting Russian income near 3% of overall income,
McDonald’s price might be more valuable than at present. Snapshot valuation methods
(like multiples-based analysis) or forward-looking valuations (such as discounted cash flow
analysis) prior to the announcement of such suspension might have overpriced McDonald’s
stock for some investors. However, investors that might have desired to price some
geopolitical risk into McDonald’s stock prior to the February 24, 2022 invasion of Ukraine
would have been unable to accurately do so.

Figure 18.

Source: McDonald’s Q1 2022 Earnings Release filed with the SEC
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In contrast, the value of McDonald’s supplemental filings—which act as a proxy for the
information that PCbCR might provide—is apparent. A simple multiples-based analysis can
demonstrate the possible valuation impact of the long-term pause of Russian and Ukrainian
operations, based both on ongoing employee retention costs, and forfeited operating income
as of the March 7 date immediately prior to McDonald’s announcing the temporary, yet
indefinite suspension of Russian and Ukrainian operations.
•

If operating income can also be
considered a proxy for net income,
then McDonald’s might be losing $33

In contrast, the value of McDonald’s
supplemental filings—which act as a proxy for
the information that PCbCR might provide—is
apparent.

million of quarterly net income due to
the Russian cessation of operations. with strategic exit opportunities unknown (3% of near
$1,104,400,000 in quarterly net income);
•

Based on the release, diluted shares as of March 7, 2022, would be near 746,216,000;

•

The overall ongoing quarterly impact of the cessation in Russian and Ukrainian operations
would be equal to a decrease in quarterly earnings per share equal to $.08/share.

•

As of March 7, 2022, publicly available data confirmed that the trailing twelve-months
price-to-earnings ratio for McDonald’s was equal to 22.34x.60

•

Assuming that this is the price-to-earnings ratio a reasonable investor might adopt, then by
multiplying the decrease in quarterly earnings by share (multiplied by four, to annualize the
effect), by the price-to-earnings ratio, we can see that the potentially indefinite termination
of Russian and Ukrainian operations might have a substantive negative impact on the
value an investor might ascribe to McDonald’s stock, equal to negative ($7.20)/share.

•

Based on McDonald’s March 7 close price ($224.33 per share), this impact could have a
negative (3.21%) impact on a reasonable investor’s valuation.

Investors do not necessarily make capital allocation decisions based on whether a security
is priced within 10% of their estimated value; rather, they buy stocks that are undervalued
based on detailed analysis. A $7.20 per share risk associated with Russian and Ukrainian
operations should, by definition, be deemed material to investors. McDonald’s likely already
provides the underlying information necessary to determine these risks to the IRS. That
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McDonald’s obviously had this information available makes it all the more vexing that
investors are denied access to these numbers on a regular basis, including to price in
geopolitical risks before catastrophic events occur.61
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IV. Moving Beyond The Voluntary
While investors wait on mandatory PCbCR, voluntary efforts have provided a preliminary—albeit
inconsistent—means to adjust reporting companies to the disclosure process and provide some very limited
data to investors and other stakeholders. The middle column in Figure 19 lists several of these voluntary
frameworks, including the GRI standard. It is important to note, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standard
207 has the most relevance to public disclosures based on the OECD’s BEPS 13 template. A more fulsome
comparison of select standards is included in Annex IV.

Figure 19.

Source: EY62

The GRI is an independent, international organization that aims to set the global best practice
standards for reporting publicly on a range of economic, environmental and social impacts. GRI
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Standard 207 is likely the most prominent and robust voluntary tax transparency effort undertaken
by a non-governmental organization.63 GRI 207 was adopted in December 2019 after extensive
input from companies, investors, and civil society, and applies to reporting after January 1, 2021.
GRI 207 requires companies that have elected to endorse GRI Standards and identified tax as a
material topic, to disclose management’s approach to tax and country-by-country reporting. GRI
207 is to be applied in relation to sustainability reports published on or after January 1, 2021.64
At the time of adoption, GRI noted the value of tax transparency to investors and other
stakeholders. Public reporting on tax:
•

increases transparency and promotes trust and credibility in the tax practices of organizations
and in the tax systems;

•

enables stakeholders to make informed judgments about an organization’s tax positions; and

•

informs public debate and supports the development of socially desirable tax policy.65

Despite the merit of the GRI efforts, and the vision of those businesses voluntary complying with
the GRI Standard 207, the voluntary nature of these reports highlights the fundamental flaw with
any voluntary reporting regime: they are voluntary. Although GRI Standard 2017 is meant to be
applied consistently, the natural result of a voluntary compliance regime is that those following the
regime might interpret the voluntary standards flexibly. For investors, asymmetries in information
presented by voluntary reporting companies, as well as asymmetries comparing GRI voluntary
filers and those companies who continue to file only limited SEC (or equivalent) required
disclosures, create valuation challenges.
The following is an assessment of the compliance of five such voluntary filers: BHP, Ørsted,
Phillips, Shell and Vodafone. These five companies were chosen based on their leading
compliance with GRI 207 as well as their distribution across various industries. As Figure 20
indicates, the compliance even of these leading companies is mixed and yields data that has
persistent deficiencies that diminish its usefulness to investors both as individual disclosures
and also part of any industry or economy-wide aggregation. For example, only three companies,
Phillips, BHP, and Shell, provide corporate income tax accrued on profit and loss on a GRI
compliant basis. Others are more selective.
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Figure 20.

A little more than a year after its January 1, 2021 reporting initiation, it seems voluntary
compliance GRI 207 has been less than overwhelming. This survey of leading implementers of
GRI 207-4 indicates that investors and other users of the resulting disclosures are being provided
insufficiently consistent and comparable data to draw meaningful insight into the operations,
revenues generated, and taxes paid by these companies across jurisdictions to date.
This also demonstrates challenges in proposed PCbCR standards that limit relevant information
presented, such as those recently advanced in the EU and discussed further in the report or those
being currently contemplated by FASB. At worst, more voluntary or incomplete PCbCR frameworks
could be misleading and allow “greenwashing” with respect to international tax practices; at best,
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At worst, more voluntary or incomplete PCbCR
frameworks could be misleading and allow
“greenwashing” with respect to international
tax practices; at best, these standards are wellintentioned but incomplete steps in the right
direction.

these standards are well-intentioned but
incomplete steps in the right direction. For
example, recent EU adoption of limited
PCbCR standards for operations occurring
in bloc nations or in “black” or “grey”
listed jurisdictions66 may fail to provide

the directly comparable disclosure standard necessary to be most valuable to investors. The
political nature of EU “black” and “grey” lists may entirely ignore jurisdictions that are, in fact,
well documented tax-havens based on the country-by-country data available from the IRS—like
Switzerland.67
Similarly, FASB is considering including additional “country-by-country” information in the current
rate reconciliation table provided in SEC filings.68 This may be a productive first step toward
PCbCR, but this approach also has inherent limitations for investors. These might include not truly
understanding how evolving tax reform proposals (such as digital service taxes based on “market”
revenues) might impact the bottom line for investments or understanding international tax
enforcement risks when only reconciling to U.S. nominal corporate rates.69 If trying to understand
tax risks stemming from operations or sales in Europe or other jurisdictions, this myopic lens
may not be particularly helpful. While disclosure might actually look more standardized under this
approach than under PCbCR, ironically this would continue to create asymmetries in information
with respect to underlying risks for investors. As different companies may be exposed to different
tax risks based on their unique footprints, it is more detailed PCbCR information that is better
capable of creating more symmetrical information for understanding comparative risks.
Additionally, adjusting the rate reconciliation table may raise challenging questions under the
current U.S. international tax system, which does not apply on a country-by-country basis. For
example, under the current U.S. minimum offshore tax regime, GILTI, foreign tax credits and
income may be blended, raising a question as to how profits funneled to a tax-haven, but offset by
tax credits generated in a non-tax haven would impact the rate reconciliation table.70
Annex V provides further detail on GRI 207 and the compliance of BHP, Ørsted, Phillips, Shell and
Vodafone across its four reporting categories.
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V. Recommendations
Given the authority already vested in the SEC to determine accounting disclosure rules for
publicly listed companies, FACT recommends the following:
1. The SEC should exercise its clear rulemaking authority under sections 12(b) and 13(b) of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to require PCbCR to be filed under Regulation S-X for
identified filers.
2. The SEC PCbCR rule should require disaggregated information regarding related party
revenues, third party revenues, net profit (loss), tangible assets, employee head count,
corporate income cash taxes paid, and corporate income tax accrued, among other key items
detailed in Annex IV of this report, on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis.
3. The SEC PCbCR rules should apply to all industries and jurisdictions, and PCbCR disclosure
should be required pursuant to uniform standards for all applicable filers so that investors
have access to data that is comparable and most useful in securities analysis.
4. PCbCR information should be presented with such additional disclosure as filers deem
necessary to explain their tax contributions and their strategic operations, provided such
disclosure does not otherwise violate any requirements under Rule 10b-5 or similar.
5. The SEC should also signal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) that FASB
should accelerate its U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) tax disaggregation
guidance project and make clear that greater country-by-country tax disaggregation should
apply to all publicly filing companies, in a manner that supports and complements the SEC’s
PCbCR rulemaking.
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VI. Conclusion
For investors, the lack of meaningful insight into tax costs, geopolitical, and other operational
risks may result in inefficient capital allocation decisions and ultimately lead to increased market
volatility.
Voluntary and partial standards, while admirable, are not necessarily adequate. Increasingly,
investors are rightly demanding PCbCR to better understand on a country-by-country basis, the
revenues, investments, workforce, and tax costs to capital of multinational enterprises to more
efficiently allocate capital. Based on the current authority possessed by the SEC under the 1934
Securities and Exchange Act (and their reliance on FASB to promulgate GAAP), the time is now to
advance a PCbCR rulemaking that advances international best practices in the United States. If
our recommendations are implemented, the U.S. would be in front of international best practices
and play a leadership role once again in creating more efficient markets, possibly also compelling
EU to strengthen their new regime. In doing, the SEC would harmonize various global efforts that
might create information asymmetries, providing investors with information necessary to make
better informed decisions and decreasing potential market volatility.
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Endnotes
As a starting point for these rules, such as with respect to timing of filings, and subject to the remaining recommendations, the SEC
might look to the U.S. House of Representatives-passed Disclosure of Tax Havens and Offshoring Act (H.R. 3007) (“DTHOA”). The
DTHOA would require the SEC, based on its current authority, to require publicly listed companies to engage in PCbCR, consistent with
confidential country-by-country filing requirements in place under Treasury Department regulations.
2.
SEC PCbCR rules might consider additional disclosure categories for certain industries, to the extent useful in explaining certain
jurisdictional tax rules (such as for extractive industries). These rules should complement, and not be treated as a substitute for, other
reporting regimes such as under Section 1504 of the Dodd Frank Act.
3.
See, e.g., 2021 FASB Agenda Consultation Report, Financial Accounting Standards Board (Jun. 29, 2022), https://www.fasb.org/Page/
ShowPdf?path=2021%20FASB%20Agenda%20Consultation%20Report.pdf&title=2021%20FASB%20Agenda%20Consultation%20
Report.
4.
See, e.g., “Action 13: Country-by-Country Reporting,” Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, https://www.oecd.org/
tax/beps/beps-actions/action13/.
5
.See 26 C.F.R. Sec. 1.6038-4; IRS Form 8975.
6.
Included as Title V of the Corporate Governance Improvement and Investor Protection Act (H.R. 1187), the Disclosure of Tax Havens
and Offshoring Act requires multinational corporations registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to disclose
their taxes paid and other key financial information publicly on a country-by-country basis, in line with FACT’s recommendations in this
report.
7.
In November 2021, the EU approved a new, albeit limited, public country-by-country reporting requirement, that will require EUheadquartered and non-EU large multinationals to provide disclosures regarding operations within the EU, “Black List” jurisdictions
and certain “Grey List” jurisdictions. See EU Directive 2021/2101 (Nov. 24, 2021), https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
PDF/?uri=OJ:L:2021:429:FULL&from=EN. Reporting will begin for fiscal years beginning on or after June 2024, and reports must be
filed within 12 months of the date of the balance sheet of the financial statement in question (meaning that we will start to see reports
in 2025 at the earliest). See id. Recently, public country-by-country reporting was part of the winning party platform of Antony Albanese,
the newly-elected Prime Minister of Australia. Labors Plan to Ensure Multinationals Pay Their Fair Share of Tax, Australian Labor Party,
https://alp.org.au/policies/labors-plan-to-ensure-multinationals-pay-their-fair-share-of-tax.
8.
See, e.g., “Amazon Investors Push Company on Global Tax Transparency,” FACT Coalition (May 27, 2022), https://thefactcoalition.org/
amazon-investors-push-company-on-global-tax-transparency/; “Microsoft faces investor call to publish global tax affairs,” Reuters (Jun.
28, 2022), https://www.marketscreener.com/quote/stock/CISCO-SYSTEMS-INC-4862/news/Microsoft-faces-investor-call-to-publishglobal-tax-affairs-40841254/.
9.
See “Letter to Ronald Mueller Re: Amazon.com Inc’s January 21, 2022 Letter,” U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (April 5,
2022), https://thefactcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Amazon-Missionary-Oblates-1.pdf
10.
See, Kevin Pinner, “Amazon Holders Urge SEC To Allow Vote on Tax Transparency,” Law360 (March 7, 2022), https://www.law360.
com/tax-authority/articles/1471277/amazon-holders-urge-sec-to-allow-vote-on-tax-transparency
11.
See 17 C.F.R. §210.4-08(h).
12.
See “Investors Call on Financial Accounting Standards Board to Prioritize Public Country-by-Country Tax Reporting,” FACT Coalition
(September 23, 2021), https://thefactcoalition.org/investors-call-on-financial-accounting-standards-board-to-prioritize-public-countryby-country-tax-reporting/; “66 Investors with $2.9 trillion in Assets Under Management Show Support for the Disclosure of Tax Havens
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16
.See 17 C.F.R 210.4-08(h)(1) Note 1 (“Amounts applicable to United States Federal income taxes, to foreign income taxes and the
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19.
Already in the U.S., domestic and foreign multinationals are subject to minimum taxes in the form of the global intangible low-income
(GILTI) tax, and the Base Erosion and Anti-abuse Tax (BEAT). The GILTI effectively creates a minimum tax for offshore profits equal to
half the domestic tax rate, subject to an exemption for certain profits equal to 10% of foreign tangible asset investment. 26 U.S.C. 951A;
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20.
At the time this report was written, the lone holdout to enacting OECD-compliant reforms in the EU was Hungary, with other EU
nations considering a variety of options to convince or circumvent Hungary’s opposition. Giorgio Leali, “EU can cut Hungary out of
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23.
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24.
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25.
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26.
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U.S. international tax proposals meant to curb tax avoidance via profit shifting and further the global minimum tax seems to closely
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enterprises. See JCX-46-21 (November 19, 2021), https://www.jct.gov/publications/2021/jcx-46-21/.
27.
See supra note 24. A similar logic might apply here.
28.
See “Amazon Investors Push Company on Global Tax Transparency,” FACT Coalition (May 27, 2022), https://thefactcoalition.org/
amazon-investors-push-company-on-global-tax-transparency/
29.
See Emma Agyemang, “SEC rules against Amazon in dispute with investors over tax transparency,” Financial Times (April 6, 2022),
https://www.ft.com/content/99481159-0f9a-416b-96cd-0012d0f2428e
30.
See Kevin Pinner, “Amazon Holders Urge SEC to Allow Vote on Tax Transparency,” Law360 (March 7, 2022), https://www.law360.com/
tax-authority/articles/1471277/amazon-holders-urge-sec-to-allow-vote-on-tax-transparency
31.
See Amazon’s 2021 Form 10-K. https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001018724/f965e5c3-fded-45d3-bbdb-f750f156dcc9.
pdf
32.
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33.
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Annex I
Since regulatory disclosures require little in the way of comment around the types of tax strategies
companies pursue, analysts are largely “flying blind” and have been able to assess potential
volatility only ex post, often through an assessment of the variability in historical cash ETRs.
Above a certain threshold, high variability in tax rates can offset the value of tax avoidance, and at
the extreme begin to undercut value.
In a study published in the Journal of Accounting, Auditing & Finance1 researchers examined
roughly 40,000 U.S. companies in the Compustat database from 1992 to 2014 for “tax avoidance”,
the level of cash ETRs, and “tax risk”, the volatility of cash ETRs. Results of the study showed that
a single standard deviation move in reducing a firm’s U.S. statutory rate (say, from 35% to 21%)
led to an increase in firm value, as represented by Tobin’s Q, of 6.70%. However, if this decrease
was combined with a single standard deviation increase in the volatility of the cash ETR it blunted
the firm value increase by 33%. In addition, a full 2.5 standard deviation increase in volatility fully

Figure 21.

Source: Journal of Accounting Audit & Finance 2019, Vol. 34(1) 151–176

offset the value of avoidance. The same study demonstrated persistence in both tax avoidance
and tax risk, see Figure 22 below. Companies that tend to have volatile tax rates often see volatile
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tax rates in the future as well.
As can be seen in the first two columns there are positive and highly significant coefficients on
both “TAXAVOID” and “TAXRISK”. The third column illustrates that increases in tax risk – again,
as defined by the five-year standard deviation of annual cash ETRs – dampens the positive
association between current (and future) tax avoidance.
These results prompted us to consider the potential value in simply excising high tax risk from an
investor portfolio when annual instances of cash taxes paid breached an appropriate standard
deviation threshold. Could we then swap these volatile names and rebalance the portfolio
with companies pursuing a more stable tax regime? What would the effect be on portfolio
performance?
Our first attempt looked at the aggregate effect on a large index. We retrieved data from FactSet
on the Wilshire 5000 index, a market-capitalization weighted index of around 3500 public
companies in the U.S (in 1974 when the index was named it contained roughly 5000 companies).
The Wilshire 5000 is considered one of the broadest measures of market activity and is referred to
as a “total market index”.
We retrieved data for 10 years of “cash taxes paid” for over 2000 companies and then calculated
the standard deviation of cash tax rates in five-year increments, starting with Year 10 to Year 5.
For the final five years from Year 5 to Year 0 (the present) we calculated annual standard deviation
values for cash tax rates. If any annual value exceeded a 2.5 standard deviation threshold, we
eliminated it from the portfolio and swapped it with the lowest standard deviation value for the
year (conducting an annual rebalancing of the portfolio over the final five years). Understandably,
in any given year a company might have a one-off event that triggered a large change in tax rate
for the year. However, given the persistence of tax risk seen in the study cited in Figure 21, our
model pursued a risk management strategy of “zero tolerance”, swapping the offending company
with its most stable counterpart (the smallest annual deviation firm). The results of this exercise
can be seen in Figure 22 below.
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Figure 22.

Source: FactSet, WKA Analysis: Limited portions of this report, including this Annex, were prepared with the help of W.K. Associates,
Inc.

Virtually every year the portfolio is rebalanced to avoid companies with the highest potential tax
risk, an incremental performance gain is achieved, which is striking given that fewer than 100
companies were replaced in an index of over 2020 constituents (roughly 5% turnover). Some
limitations of the analysis include the fact that the results are equal weighted -- larger companies
factor more heavily in the actual returns for the Wilshire – and the exercise also assumes perfect
hindsight. To partially remedy these issues, we attempted a similar analysis for the Dow Jones
Industrial Index, a price-weighted index of 30 companies (all of which are also contained in the
Wilshire 5000). Although not truly representative of the overall market, an analysis of the Dow is
instructive due to the index’s concentration, where the effect of small changes is magnified.
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Figure 23.

Source: FactSet, WKA Analysis

Another limitation has to do with the information used. The data does not necessarily consider
certain changes to contingent tax liabilities or deferred tax assets/liabilities. This might exclude a
particularly problematic type of volatility related to aggressive tax planning and later enforcement
activities depending on the nature and result of such enforcement activities (as well as the timing,
based on investment model parameters.
Interestingly, an examination of the initial five-year standard deviation of cash taxes (Years
6-10) revealed no individual annual observations above the 2.5 threshold utilized in the Wilshire
analysis. To proceed we simply summed the individual annual deviations for each company and
removed the highest aggregate scores, or top decile (three companies), replacing them with the
three lowest scores, or most stable firms (only rebalancing once and counting their returns twice
for the final four years of the analysis). The results show an improvement in the three, four and
five-year returns, improving 8% over the base portfolio by Year 5 (112% versus 104%). The results
are intriguing and warrant further study. However, it’ readily apparent that analysts would be wise
to perform some flavor of this analysis to identify potential tax risks in their portfolio.
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Annex II - BEPS 13
In October 2015, the OECD’s BEPS 13 Action Plan (BEPS 13) responded to these tax data sharing
issues through its Country-by-Country Reporting Implementation Package. Under BEPS 13, all
large multinational enterprises (MNEs) are required to prepare a country-by-country (CbC) report
with data on the global allocation of income, profit, taxes paid and economic activity in every tax
jurisdiction in which it operates. The data required under BEPS 13 is outlined in Figure 24 below.
Figure 24.

Source: OECD
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The initial purpose of CbC tax reporting was for the resulting data to be shared with tax
administrations in implementing jurisdictions, as well as identifying and regulating high level
transfer pricing and conducting BEPS risk assessments. This approach has proved successful. As
of March 2022, 100 countries have implemented CbC reporting for tax administrators and more
than 3,000 bi-lateral relationships exist for the confidential sharing of these reports between tax
administrators. In total, 132 countries are evaluated in the BEPS 13 peer review process.2
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Annex III
Figure 25.
3

Source: OECD

U.S. & EU Implementation:
The United States began a rulemaking for the implementation of BEPS 13 in 2015. On June 30,
2016, the U.S. Treasury Department and the IRS published final regulations (TD 9773), which
required annual CbC reporting through Form 89754 by U.S. persons who are ultimate parent
entities of MNEs with annual revenue of $850 million or more.5
Form 8975 is required to be filed with the income tax return of the parent entity when its reporting
period ends. The IRS exchanges Form 8975 information only with tax authorities that have entered
into bilateral “Competent Authority Arrangements.”6 However, a U.S. MNE group’s information
will only be exchanged with countries where the MNE does business (exchanged information is
confidential and protected).
IRS Notice 2018-317 indicates that consultations with the U.S. Department of Defense, the
Treasury Department and the IRS have indicated that national security interests may require
modifications to Form 8975 reporting for U.S. MNE groups specified as “national security
contractors.”8 These modifications would absolve certain national security contractors from
reporting CbC data to countries outside of the U.S. The changes to national security contractor
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guidelines apply to reports filed after March 30, 2018. An IRS Notice functions only as guidance
and does not amend relevant regulations. However, Notice 2018-31 indicates that the IRS is
unlikely to sanction reports that withhold Form 8975 information, assuming it’s verified that they
are national security contractors. Interestingly, the IRS does not indicate how many or which
specific companies qualify as national security contractors, and the IRS has not furthered the
regulatory process to formally incorporate Notice 2018-31 into the regulations governing countryby-country reporting.
Nonetheless, for the majority of large multinational enterprises operating in the U.S. and filing
pursuant to U.S. securities laws, these companies are already gathering and submitting countryby-country data in line with the information required to form the basis of any PCbCR regime—
whether implemented by the SEC, Congress or otherwise. This debunks concerns around
compliance costs or other information burdens that may be raised by detractors, and indicates
that investors could obtain a great wealth of valuable information for very little regulatory cost to
large multinational enterprises.
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Annex IV
Figure 26.

9
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Annex V – GRI Compliance
The assessment of GRI compliance in this study is based on comparison of the noted
companies’ more tax transparency reporting to the following four sections of the GRI 207
standard with an emphasis on GRI 207-4. The following is an outline of all four sections of GRI
207 as well as more detailed assessments of the compliance of BHP, Ørsted, Phillips, Shell
and Vodafone.
Disclosure 207–1 Approach to tax
i.

Whether the organization has a tax strategy and, if so, a link to this strategy if publicly
available.

ii. The governance body or executive-level position within the organization that formally
reviews and approves the tax strategy, and the frequency of this review.
iii. The approach to regulatory compliance.
iv. How the approach to tax is linked to the business and sustainable development strategies
of the organization.
Disclosure 207–2 Tax governance, control and risk management
1. A description of the tax governance and control framework, including:
i.

The governance body or executive-level position within the organization
accountable for compliance with the tax strategy.

ii. How the approach to tax is embedded within the organization.
iii. The approach to tax risks, including how risks are identified, managed, and
monitored.
iv. How compliance with the tax governance and control framework is evaluated.
2. A description of the mechanisms for reporting concerns about unethical or unlawful
behavior and the organization’s integrity in relation to tax.
3. A description of the assurance process for disclosures on tax and, if applicable, a
reference to the assurance report, statement, or opinion.
Disclosure 207–3 Stakeholder engagement and management of concerns related to tax a.
A description of the approach to stakeholder engagement and management of stakeholder
concerns related to tax, including:
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i.

The approach to engagement with tax authorities.

ii. The approach to public policy advocacy on tax.
iii. The processes for collecting and considering the views and concerns of stakeholders,
including external stakeholders.
Disclosure 207-04 Public CbC Reporting
1. All tax jurisdictions where the entities included in the organization’s audited consolidated
financial statements, or in the financial information filed on public record, are resident for tax
purposes.
2. For each tax jurisdiction reported in Disclosure 207-4-a:
i.

Names of the resident entities.

ii. Primary activities of the organization.
iii. Number of employees, and the basis of calculation of this number.
iv. Revenues from third-party sales.
v. Revenues from intra-group transactions with other tax jurisdictions.
vi. Profit/loss before tax.
vii. Tangible assets other than cash and cash equivalents.
viii. Corporate income tax paid on a cash basis.
ix. Corporate income tax accrued on profit/loss.
x. Reasons for the difference between corporate income tax accrued on profit/loss and
the tax due if the statutory tax rate is applied to profit/loss before tax.
3. The time period covered by the information reported in Disclosure 207-4.
The following are assessments of compliance with GRI 207 by BHP, Ørsted, Phillips, Shell and
Vodafone using the most recent reporting, as noted.
BHP
BHP is a miner engaged in the exploration, development, production, processing and marketing of
minerals. The company was founded in 1885 and is headquartered in Melbourne, Australia.
BHP’s approach to tax is outlined in its “Economic Contribution Report 2021” and informed by
its “Tax Principles” documentation. These documents have been endorsed by the BHP Board,
including the Economic Contribution Report which is formally reviewed and approved by the Board
annually.
The Risk and Audit Committee (RAC) assists the Board with the oversight of risk management
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for BHP and this includes the oversight of tax risks. The Chief Financial Officer and the Group Tax
Officer are accountable for the management of tax risk. BHP’s 2021 Annual Report (section 1.9,
“How we manage risk”), Economic Contribution Report 2021 (page 16), and Country-by-Country
Report 2020 sets out the company’s approach to tax risk management and governance, including
the frameworks in place to identify, manage and monitor tax risks. In addition, BHP’s Code of
Conduct sets out the standards of behavior for employees where individuals are encouraged to
report breaches of the BHP Code, including unethical or unlawful behavior relating to tax.10 The
following table summarizes BHP’s efforts at compliance with GRI 207-4:

Figure 27.
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Ørsted
Ørsted A/S engages in the provision of renewable energy solutions. The company was founded on
March 27, 1972, and is headquartered in Fredericia, Denmark.
At Ørsted, taxes are overseen by the Board of Directors, which is accountable for tax policy. The
responsibility for tax risk management lies with the CFO and is overseen by the Audit & Risk
Committee. The company states it does not use secrecy jurisdictions or tax havens to avoid taxes.
Further, if Ørsted establishes an entity in a low or no-rate jurisdiction, the company asserts it is for
substantive and commercial reasons. Ørsted notes that taxes are a key consideration in the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in particular target 16.6 on the development of effective,
accountable, and transparent institutions.
Ørsted shares its involvement in the development of legislation concerning the Danish tax
transparency rules, which was adopted in 2021, as evidence of its stakeholder engagement. The
company also points out its involvement in meetings of the Confederation of Danish Industry’s
tax panel and participation in the “B Team’s” responsible tax working group. The following table
summarizes Ørsted’s efforts at compliance with GRI 207-4:
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Figure 28.

Phillips
Koninklijke Phillips NV is a technology company that engages in the healthcare and lighting
industry. The company was founded in 1891 and is headquartered in Amsterdam.
Phillips’s tax standards11 include acknowledgement the importance of tax collection to the macroeconomic stability of the communities where it operates. The Phillips Board of Management and
the Chief Financial Officer annually review, evaluate, and approve Philips’ approach to tax. Further,
the Audit Committee of the Supervisory Board regularly reviews controls and key tax-related
matters. Phillips indicates its transfer pricing policies are aimed at appropriate, arm’s-length
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remuneration for activities among Philips related parties. Further, it shares that the company does
not control legal entities in countries that do not share tax information under “Tax Information
Exchange Agreements” and does not control legal entities without commercial and/or economic
activities solely for the purpose of tax avoidance.
Phillips says its stakeholder dialogues include global initiatives with the OECD (Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development) and United Nations, as well as human rights groups.
It highlights its compliance with the EU Directive on cross-border tax arrangements, DAC6, and
its involvement in voluntary initiatives such as the Tax Transparency Benchmark of the Dutch
Association of Investors for Sustainable Development (VBDO). The following table summarizes
Philip’s efforts at compliance with GRI 207-4:
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Figure 29.

Shell
Shell Plc engages in the production of oil and natural gas. The company was founded in 1907 and
is headquartered in London.
Royal Dutch Shell was one of the first large multinational companies to publicly disclose a form of
country-by-country information in 2019. Shell’s Executive Vice President, Taxation and Controller,
recently testified in the European Parliament in favor of additional tax transparency, noting that its
benefits far outweighed the de minimis additional costs, stating that:
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“When we first started considering the report, we thought through all the possible risks, downsides
and unintended consequences. I can tell you now that in reality these concerns did not play out.
In fact, being more transparent has strengthened trust in Shell, and it continues to strengthen
our relationships with our customers, investors, policymakers, and others. I would encourage
more companies to open their books and show their financial contributions to society. Because
meeting society’s expectations will earn them trust… and because more transparency can support
the development of fair, stable and effective tax systems which are always important… but today
perhaps more than ever.”12
Shell publishes a Total Tax Contribution report, which includes disclosures related to its
compliance with GRI 207.13 Shell’s report includes country-by-country data for 99 countries and
locations in which the company has a taxable presence.14 The report shows aggregated country
data for entities that are consolidated or proportionally consolidated in its Annual Report. It also
includes data for the Shell share of non-consolidated joint ventures and associates. These data
are reported in the country where the entity holding the shares is based. The following table
summarizes Shell’s efforts at compliance with GRI 207-4:
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Figure 30.

Vodafone
Vodafone Group Plc engages in telecommunication services in Europe and internationally. The
company was founded in 1984 and is headquartered in Newbury, the United Kingdom.
Vodafone has a public Tax Strategy15 that is underpinned by its publicly available “Tax Principles”
and supported by its “Tax Risk Management Policy” (first published in 2009). The Tax Policy
is mandatory for all local operating markets and any associated legal entities. Vodafone also
encourages joint ventures and associates to follow similar principles.
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The Vodafone tax governance framework is overseen by the Group Executive Committee as well
as the Audit and Risk Committee of the Vodafone Group Plc Board, with key issues reviewed at
least twice a year. Vodafone’s tax principles include pledges to “pursue clarity and predictability on
all tax matters”; to “not seek to establish arrangements that are artificial in nature, are not linked to
genuine business requirements and would not stand up to scrutiny by the relevant tax authorities;
and to “not artificially transfer profits from one jurisdiction to another to minimize tax payments.”
Vodafone’s stakeholder engagement includes participation in the European Roundtable of
Industrialists (ERT) on finance and taxation as well as participation in the tax policy committees
of Assotelecomunicazioni and the Confindustria Digitale in Italy, the UK government’s business
forum on Business Tax and Competitiveness, the African Industries Tax Association, and various
industry and economic forums in Tanzania and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).
Vodafone also acknowledges receipt of feedback on tax-related issues from Oxfam and Action
Aid. The following table outlines Vodafone’s compliance with GRI 207-4.
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Figure 31.
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